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Another study showed that transportation takes up more than half a family’s vacation budget. Then they have lodging costs on top of that. Wouldn’t it be a better idea to bring the en-
tertainment to the people instead of the other way around? It’s certainly not a new idea. Circuses and state fairs have been doing just this for generations. If we are looking for a 
business model for this, we need to look no farther than those industries.

C

When the Ocean Comes to Town



The facility is made up of a number of different hexagonal barges or “pods,” that have, various theme park attractions and ride buildings, all centered heavily on an environmental and 
eco-friendly storyline. Dependent on the host cities port requirements or offshore configuration, guests will be ferried out to the park or a pontoon bridge will be put in place allowing 
guests to be shuttled to and from the parking via trams. 

Like county or state fairs, arrangements would be made beforehand with each community’s school district to pre-sell tickets for field trips. Businesses that are connected with environ-
mentalism, will be contacted and offered tours of the experimental technology being tested and applied in the park. And parents can be given a fun and exciting way to entertain their 
children, and learn about sustainability and environmentalism.
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Develop true self-sufficiency technolgies

Offer a low impact sustainable tourism alternative

Provide a testing ground for emerging green technologies

PARK DESIGN GOALS

Generate its own energy and drinking water
Experiment with low and zero waste utilities

Provide high energy family entertainment 
Teach environmentalism

A floating entertainment complex, designed to move up and down a coast over the course of a year, stopping in individual cities for about a month then going on to another town. It is 
an answer to the ever-increasing call for sustainable tourism and low impact travel. This park is meant to be fun and exciting, full of family activities, as well as having a strong educa-
tional aspect. Its message of climate protection and nature conservation will be heavily stressed, along with its spotlight on the many emerging technologies which are being devel-
oped today, to make the world a better place. 

INTRODUCING BLUE OCEAN PARK



With this flexible and infinitely changeable design, if a community is too small to host the entire complex, the park can be broken down into smaller mini parks and can dock where 
scheduling and demographics make the most sense. The pods can then join back up to go on to the next city.

Taking its cue from the UN’s proposed floating habitat program, hexagon shaped pods allow the complex to be rearranged into a variety of configurations to suit
 the needs of the city 

hosting the park. Since all the attractions in this park are meant to highlight new technologies much like a world’s fair, the versatile hexagon design allows for p
ods to be easily added 

or switched out, depending on changes in technology or corporate sponsorship. The construction of all the parks buildings will rely heavily on recycled and rene
wable materials and 

green construction techniques following LEED and IgCC guidelines whenever possible.green construction techniques following LEED and IgCC guidelines whenever possible. The pods are constructed of recycled HDPE plastic, which is chemically 
inert, meaning it does 

not break down or leech harmful chemicals into the environment and is regularly used in marine products. Even the eventual decommissioning of a pod will follo
w responsible “cradle 

to grave” strategies, designed to become housing or urban centers for needy communities.
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Each pod will be surrounded by wave energy capturing systems. Developed by many companies around the globe, these systems directly capture the power of waves and convert 
them to electricity. These devices not only provide energy to the park, but also dissipate rocking throughout the entire facility making for a better guest experience.      

WaveLine Magnet Converter

Pelamis Converter

Wepto Wave Energy Converter

Modular Flexibility is the Key 



This pod offers guests a classic roller coaster ride with a faster than light twist. Bridging two barges and banking over the sea, this coaster is driven entirely by solar energy. Rocket-
ing through a glistening forest of solar arrays, guests experience firsthand a white knuckled example of how powerful alternative renewable energy can truly be.    

ATTRACTIONS: What follows is a list of proposed attractions that might be included in the park. Since this project will partner with corpo-
rate sponsors, research companies, universities and nonprofits, exhibits and rides are meant to be constantly updated or 
switched out, much like world’s fairs of the past. Unlike world’s fairs, this business model will not be vulnerable to atten-
dance drop-off due to loss of interest by locals because it follows a traveling circus business model, staying only a month 
or so in any one city then moving on, up the coast. 

Riding the Light
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A traveling water park with slides and a surf simulator will be the top draw of Blue Oceans Park. It will be built on top of a salt desaturation facility. Land based desalination plants 
can be harmful to their environment but eco-friendly floating seawater desalination systems are being tested now in Saudi Arabia, Australia and the US with great success.  

Another example of how Blue Oceans will utilize the resources of the sea, where possible, is with our lounge pool. It will be fed by filtered seawater and a section will utilize exist-
ing ocean crests to create a gentle wave motion. Guests will enjoy a wide scenic view of the surrounding shoreline and sea from an incredible infinity pool edge. In both the slides 
and pool, the ocean water is treated, bringing the salt levels down only a small amount, to levels typical of salt water cruise ship pools.     
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Wave Pool/Recreation Decks
Infinite Oceans 

Salt Water Slides 



This pod contains many of the high adrenaline activities of the park. Designed to give the feeling of being in the canopy of a rainforest, 
the trees are made of recycled plastics collected from the ocean. Rope courses crisscross this pod suspended over gaps open to the 
water below. This adventure experience contains ziplines, climbing walls, reverse bungy slings, as well as other gravity defying activities  
propelling guests over the water. The main feature here is a viewing tower. Taking inspiration from “flip barge” research vessels, this 
structure has a viewing gondola at one end and ballast tanks at the other which allow guests to be swung high into the air for a pan-
oramic view of the surrounding area. oramic view of the surrounding area. 

RainForest Rope Run
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RIDING THE LIGHT

The restaurant will have a small dock connected to it to 
allow for private boats to moor (for a fee) allowing people 
who want to visit just the main restaurant, easy access.   

This restaurant will offer fish and produce from the Greenhouse Pod. Additional seafood will be provided from fish pens that can be seen from windows and viewports on the lower 
decks.  Unlike land-based aquaculture, which can generate pollutants, these fish pens will be suspended in the open ocean, using eco-friendly “SeaStation” and “Aquapods” farming 
systems. Since the entire Blue Oceans Park will slowly be moving up or down the coast during the course of a year, fish species will be chosen that are already adapted to those mi-
grational patterns. grational patterns.  Also visible from the lower deck viewports will be suspended seaweed and kelp gardens that will provide the basis for many of the meat-free meals offered in the 
park.
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Ocean Farm 1Aquapods Innovasea

The Octopus’s GlassBottom Restaurant 



One of the goals of Blue Oceans Park is to design every space to have multiple purposes. To that end, the Greenhouse Pod will also be the location of a number of escape room 
type attractions that have an ecofriendly message. One story line might parallel the crisis that occurred on Manhattan island in 2012 after Hurricane Sandy, when it was temporar-
ily cut off from food supplies due to flooding.  Guests could be part of a food rescue team that might be deployed to a disaster area to provide supplies and relief. They would 
then have to solve tasks with knowledge from the eco farm tour within limited time in order to accomplish the mission and save a threatened community.     
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A prototype urban farm, the dome on this pod is made from ETFE, a sustainable and energy-efficient material that is 1% the weight of glass. The design allows the walls of the 
dome to inflate and deflate in order to adjust the insulation properties of the windows and regulate the temperature of the facility. All of this will enclose a soil-free and runoff free 
vertical farm on the upper layer as well as seafood tanks on the lower levels. This will supply fish and produce for a number of restaurants and snack kiosks located throughout the 
park. The greenhouse will also offer informative tours to teach guests about its many experimental farming programs. 

Greenhouse Pod

Beladon’s Floating Farm Netherlands The Eden Project (UK)built with ETFE 



Continuing the world’s fair aspect of this park, this facility will offer expo and convention space, along with a rooms for workshops, concerts and lectures. It will house rotating ex-
hibits and provide a place for vendors and sponsors to show off innovative, environmentally friendly products that celebrate nature and responsible stewardship.  Some of the in-
novations that could be featured and tested in the park might include ocean plastic removal systems, biodegradable food containers and drinking bottles, CO2 eating algae, 
carbon capture technology and lab grown meats.   

Amphitheater/
Learning Center 

A Floating Technology Expo
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The parks only true dark ride, this (dry)attraction highlights the message of how crucial a role oceans play in the environment and how important the oceans will be for humanities 
future. Given a glimpse of what the landscape might be like in 2120, we, as guests, are invited on a routine visit in a cabled, suspended diving bell, to a deep underwater re-
search lab. As the bell begins its descent, an illegal mining sub unexpectantly appears, being chased by ocean protection authorities and your small vessel is caught in the cross-
fire. Our diving bell is suddenly entangled in this chase…literally, as the cables to the diving bell get tangled in the marauding sub’s fins. We are dragged along a spiraling chase 
as the fleeing ship dives into the deepest parts of the Mariana Trench. All three ships barrel past strange neon florescent sea creatures, hydrothermal vents, and through glowing 
lava tunnels as the illegal sub attempts to evade the law. In the end the mining sub is cornered and our wayward container is rescued. We get to catch our breath and take in the 
sights one last time, as our bell is towed to the largest and deepest underwater city in the Pacific. Farrantello@bellsouth.net

Deep
and

Dark



This attraction is designed to depict a floating iceberg recovered from Antarctica’s melting ice caps. It tells the story of ice loss due to global climate change. The detailed theming 
will provide guests the experience of what it would be like to travel through and under an iceberg in a steampunk submarine. During the trip, we will get a closeup view of the “leg-
endary” H.M.S Albatross, an Antarctic exploration vessel, presumably lost in 1898, but recently found, perfectly preserved, frozen in this frigid shard of newly freed glacier. If they 
prefeprefer, guests can also view the captured vessel by taking a chilly stroll through frozen tunnels that have been drilled through the “iceberg.”  While inside, adults can visit “Ice Sta-
tion Bravo” vodka bar. Themed to resemble a modern underwater research lab, Bravo Station has windows that look out at the ripped underside of the H.M.S. Albatross, as well as 
the parade of retro subs paying their respect to the ill-fated sailing ship.                

ICEBERG
OF THE 
TIP



Solar - Along with solar panels being utilized throughout the park itself, the open sea allows for floating collection panels to be deployed directly in the surrounding waters using 
tow cables. These floating solar arrays are already being utilized in Japan, China and the US.  

Wind - Floating barge-based windmills already exist in many areas of the world. Research is now being done on windmills that can provide energy while being towed. This in-
volves the windmill barge having a small set of props to take stress off the tow lines and an onboard system that redistributes bilge water to compensate for listing during opera-
tion.  

AWES – one of the more exotic new technologies being utilized in the park, Airborne Wind Energy Systems also known as high altitude wind generators will be deployed around 
the park. This new generation of blimps and kites systems employs flying tethered wings or aircraft, in order to reach constant wind currents, blowing in atmosphere layers that 
are inaccessible by traditional windmills.

Blue Oceans Park will inevitably require a number of support vessels, ferries to take people 
to and from shore, and strong tugs to move the park up and down the coast to the next city 
on its circuit. Wind comes into play here first. Wind turbine powered boats have been 
around for 40 years now and transport everything from people to cargo. 

But admittedly the kind of energy that is going to be needed to take what amounts to a small town, from one place to another is going to require some serious horsepower. The 
challenge is not unprecedented. Cruise ships do it every day, and and some cruise lines are accomlishing this without dirty diesel. Royal Caribbean has been testing hydrogen 
fuel cells for its ships. They already have two vessels, called Icon-class, in service now and have ordered a third. Samsung Industries, one of the largest ship builders in the 
world, is partnering with Bloom Energy to develop a new fuel cell power train for commercial ships, hoping to show oworld, is partnering with Bloom Energy to develop a new fuel cell power train for commercial ships, hoping to show off a design by 2022. And although currently green hydrogen 
production costs more, some manufacturers are predicting it will achieve cost parody with fossil fuel as early as 2025.
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 & Support Systems
Tugs



This park is essentially a floating boardwalk. Views of the shore, the reflecting water, ocean 
breeze, and one-of-a-kind restaurants and entertainment venues, make it an ideal place for a 
unique late-night excursion. The areas around the park will make for perfect viewing spots for 
drone shows and eco-friendly firework displays. On calm nights, electric boat rentals could be of-
fered to travel around the park or within the canals created by the gaps between the pods, for an 
even more romantic evening.
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Ocean Nights


